Hardy and Littlewood* have proved the following theorem: 
ON SOME GAP THEOREMS FOR EULER'S METHOD OF SUMMATION OF SERIES
BY
If this series be summable by A beVs method of summation to the sum s, then this series is convergent and its sum is s.
Obreschkofft obtained also a similar result for Cesàro's method. We shall now study these results for Euler's method.
We shall begin with the following theorem :
n \ 2! J exists; and for two given increasing sequences {nk}, {ni} y (njc<nk) } of integers and for a given number a, (1^«<2), let
If Vk/Vkè (l+rç)/(l-rj), (k = l, 2, ---) , f or a positive number rj such that
lim XI a v = s* * Hardy and Littlewood, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 25 (1926) .
t Obreschkoff, Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 32 (1930) . Î If, in this theorem, (1) holds uniformly and O of (2) is independent of z when each a n is a function of z, then (3) also holds uniformly.
PROOF. TO prove this, we can consider that all n{ -n k -\ are even. Then putting
Hence, if we put 1 ( n(n -1) ) where X=mô, (0<S = (w*-w*+l)/(tt*+tt* + l) <1). Then log ƒ(#&) = 2w log a -2m log 2 + log (2m) lim ^2 a" = s.
PROOF. From the assumption we can take c' and g such that ni -n k / 3 \ ll2 /logn k y' 2 ^c'l-+ p + q) (-5-) , (c'>2,g>0). n k \2 / \ n k / Therefore * Knopp, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 15 (1922) . t Zygmund (Journal of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 6 (1931) ) proved Ostrowski's theorem similarly for the Borel method of summation.
